Docent Program
About the Student Docent Program at DevLearn
WHAT IS THE STUDENT DOCENT PROGRAM?
“Docent” is the title given to people who serve as guides and educators, particularly for museums. We’ll
be adapting the docent concept for students at this year’s DevLearn as a way of tailoring the conference
experience to better suit the needs of today’s students.
We’re pleased to have Karl Kapp, professor of instructional technology at Bloomsburg University, serving
as the leader of this year’s student docent program.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
This is a great opportunity for any student who is attending DevLearn as a paid registrant or speaker to add
a little (or a lot) of guidance that is specifically tailored to enhance your conference experience as a student.
WHAT CAN PARTICIPANTS EXPECT FROM THE STUDENT DOCENT PROGRAM?
Those who choose to participate in any or all of the student docent activities scheduled at DevLearn
will enjoy a guided experience that has been custom-built by learning experts who not only have an
understanding of the topics and how they apply to students, but who are experienced at navigating
industry conferences.
DO YOU HAVE TO ATTEND ALL OF THE ACTIVITIES?
Those who participate in the student docent program may join in as many or as few of the guided
activities as they’d like and are free to jump in and out of the program as desired.
HERE ARE A FEW HIGHLIGHTS:
Start your day with student Morning Buzz: Start Wednesday and Thursday off with Morning Buzz, a
gathering and in-formal conversation centered around a specific topic. There will be a student docentspecific buzz session each morning where students can connect, share, reflect, and plan their daily activities.
An agenda curated with students in mind: There are over 150 unique learning opportunities at DevLearn.
We’ve curated a path through the conference that targets the topics students and new professionals need
to understand.
Student-exclusive sessions: During lunch on Wednesday and Thursday, we’ll be holding student-exclusive
sessions that target topics that are of special interest to those entering this field.
•
•

How Do I Get That Job?: In this session we’ll look at actual job descriptions from the eLearning Guild
Job Board and explore how best to position yourself as a candidate for the role.
What I Learned AFTER College: In this session thought leaders from the field will share stories of
their personal career journey, exploring “If I knew then what I know now.”

A guided tour of the Expo Hall: The Expo Hall is a great place to learn for students, as it exposes them to
numerous tools, products, and services available in the learning and performance industry. It can also be
intimidating to those new to the field. Students will have the opportunity to receive a guided tour of the
Expo Hall, meeting with vendors and learning about the different products and services they provide.
Reserved seating at keynotes: DevLearn features four outstanding keynotes exploring the innovative world
of learning, including Adam Savage, Connie Yowell, David Pogue, and Natalie Panek. Special seating has been
reserved for students so they can get an up-close-and-personal experience in the keynote sessions.
The schedule of activities is on the next page.
The locations of activities are in your conference app.

Docent Program
Schedule of Student Docent Program Activities
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
Time

Activity

7:30a – 8:15a
Morning Buzz

Join us in the student docent Morning Buzz discussion room

8:30a – 10:00a
Keynote

General Session—Learning Disrupted: The Unrecognizable New World of Tech and Culture
David Pogue (Reserved Seating)

10:45a – 11:45a
Session Block 1

Designing for Performance: Nine Critical Elements
Jane Bozarth & Jeannette Campos

12:00p
Student Session

Student Session: How Do I Get That Job?
Karl Kapp (grab your lunch and bring it to the session room)

1:15p – 2:15p
Session Block 2

B.Y.O.D.: The Engagement Abyss: Three Effective Methods to Engage Learners
Karl Kapp

3:00p – 4:00p
Session Block 3

The Guide to eLearning: A Landscape of Change and Opportunity
Christopher Allen & Michael Allen

4:15p – 5:15p
Keynote

General Session—Digital Badges and the Future of Learning
Connie Yowell (Reserved Seating)

5:15p – 6:30p
Reception

Expo Reception

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1
Time

Activity

7:30a – 8:15a
Morning Buzz

Join us in the student docent Morning Buzz discussion room

8:30a – 10:00a
Keynote

General Session—Curiosity, Discovery, and Learning
Adam Savage (Reserved Seating)

10:30a – 11:00a
Expo Hall

Guided Tour of the Expo Hall
Karl Kapp

12:00p
Student Session

Student Session: What I Learned AFTER College
Industry Experts (grab your lunch and bring it to the session room)

1:15p – 2:15p
Session Block 5

The Science of Attention, Willpower, and Decision-making
Julie Dirksen

3:00p – 4:00p
Session Block 6

Interactive Video for eLearning Designers
David Anderson

4:00p – 6:00p
DemoFest

DevLearn DemoFest 2015

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2
Time

Activity

7:30a – 8:15a
Morning Buzz

Join your choice of Morning Buzz sessions

8:30a – 9:30a
Session Block 7

Analytics: What You Want to Know
Anthony Altieri

10:00a – 11:00a
Session Block 8

Reinventing the Live Virtual Learning Experience at Intel
Tracy Ross

11:15a – 12:30p
Keynote

General Session—Learning Without Boundaries
Natalie Panek (Reserved Seating)

